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S.No.

OBSERVATIONS

1.1
1.1.1

Description of Station
Vijayawada Junction is a Special class station on the Chennai Visakhapatnam Junction double line Electrified (BG) section.
Vijayawada Junction station is situated amongst Krishna canal Junction
Station (KCC) on south side at a distance of 5.05 kms, Gunadala (GALA)
on North side at distance of 6.48 Kms, Ramavarappadu (RMV – branch
line) on east side at a distance of 7.25 kms and Rayanapadu station
(RYP) on West side at a distance of 12.05 Kms.
This station is provided with Absolute Block system with Orthodox double
line working towards Rayanapadu, Twin single line working upto BZA NE
cabin and further Automatic double line working towards Gunadala,
Single line working towards Gudivada, Automatic double line working and
automatic single line working on KB-III towards Krishna canal Junction.

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2

This station is provided with:
a. Coaching lines from PFs: 1 to 7 (Road 1 to 7) & PFs 8, 9 & 10
(Road 17, 18 & 19) and Goods lines from Road No.8 to 16 of
Reception and Dispatch yard.
b. One through Engine line takes off from South end and North end
of Road-2.
c. Bay siding - 1 at south end between PF 6 & 7 takes off via point
No.118 from Road - 6.
d. Parcel office siding/Trip shed siding takes off from South end of
Road 1 with a dead end towards KCC side via point No.122.
e. Two Bay sidings i.e. Bay siding - 2 and Bay siding – 3, situated at
North end between PFs 6 &7, takes off from point No.156 and
155 respectively.
f. One Diesel Loco siding and three coaching sidings are connected
to Road-1 to 4 lines via Slip point No.159 and connected to Road
5 & 6 via point No.157
g. Two coaching sidings and two Coaching stabling lines are
connected to GDV main line by points No.149 and 151
respectively.
h. One MRV siding is connected via crossover points No. 152.
j. Another siding takes off via crossover point No. 187, connecting
to West Inter Cabin.
k. A Shunting Neck isolated by trap point No. 181 connecting to
Road Nos. 1 to 8.
Address by PCSO at VIP lounge
All branch officers have to direct their supervisors and staff to attend
refresher courses and see that, there should not be any due/ overdue.
It was told that more than 100 loco inspectors are due for RC.

Action By

DRM/BZA
PCOM
PCEE
PCME

Sr.DEE/OP was instructed to wipe out RC dues as early as possible.
1.2.3

1.2.4
1.2.5

1.2.6

2.0
2.1
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

2.1.5

In view of increasing incidents of door hitting cases to signal posts, it was
advised to ensure streamlining of wagon door repairs and see that all
hinge doors are modified to sliding doors.
Effective man power utilisation has to be ensured and innovative
methods are to be adopted for technological advancement.
Brief training programme should be organised to all officers on
infringements and Schedule of dimensions, to improve their awareness
and see that there should not be any unusual in this regard.
In OHE territories, it is advised to ensure proper earth pits and structure
bonds to prevent electric shocks.

OPERATING
Route Relay Interlocking Cabin
Route cancellation Register: Shunt signal 64D route was cancelled
frequently. It may be due to incomplete shunt or short shunt movement.
This should be avoided. Reason for cancellation is mentioned as „shunt
64 cancelled‟, which is not appropriate. Proper reason for cancellation
shall be recorded
While receiving the train from GALA via slow line, to despatch trains from
Platform 5 or 6 or 7, OYN is being operated to avoid detention. This is
against the provision stipulated for OYN in the SWR.
OYN: Emergency button for releasing overlap. This is coloured Gray, is
to be operated for releasing of overlap if not released automatically after
120 seconds on arrival of the train.
When trains are received on Platform 4 from north side, fouling mark will
not be cleared. To despatch train from Platform 3, emergency sub route
release is being used, which is against the SWR.
SWR/BZA. No.B-62:
Date of issue : 06.12.2019, Brought in to force: 09.12.2019.
(i) SWOD No: B/SG/CN/RD/2011/901; SIP No: IPU.No.0501 F/ Alt-6.
(ii)SWOD No: B/SG/CN/RD/2015/075/ Alt-1; IPU No.0750D/ Alt-3
BZA-RRI:
(i) Checked officers‟ inspection register. Last inspection was done by
ADME/DSL/BZA on 15.06.2016. No irregularities recorded.
(ii) Checked S&T failure register. Found summary of failures was not
recorded at the end of every month.
(iii) Checked Joint Inspection of Points and Crossings register (North).
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3.0
3.1

Found last inspection done on 12.10.2020. Deficiencies recorded
nil.
(iv) Checked Joint Inspection of Points and Crossings register (south).
Found last done on 24.09.2020. Compliance due for 4 deficiencies.
F – Cabin
Checked train passing documents and found that except for T/462 and
TA/462, all books are new.
Power block register / OHE Key register are available without any entries.
Stabled load register is not available.
Essential equipment available as per SWR.
G-Cabin
Checked officers‟ inspection register. Last inspection was done by
AO/BZA on 11.11.2020. Compliance recorded by SMR (NG) Goods.

DRM/BZA
PCOM
PCEE

DRM/BZA
PCOM

Sachivalayam Spl Chg E/rake was cancelled on Rd-9 in Goods Yard on
10.11.2020 at 18.30 hrs. It has been secured as per SR 5.23 but stabled
DRM/BZA
load register is not being maintained either by G-Cabin or F-Cabin. It is
PCOM
required to fix complete responsibility on one cabin and exchange PN
with other cabin.
SM/PF-I is maintaining stabled load register for Rd-1 to Rd-5. For
remaining lines, there is no stabled load registers. „Stabled Load
Register‟ standard format to be supplied to all stations to record all
particulars of stabled load uniformly.
There is no practice of sending memo to LP whenever signal is put back
to „ON‟ position.
It is observed from Officers‟ Inspection Register that no officer inspected
during the year 2018. Two inspections were done during the year 2019
and one inspection during year 2020.
SM /PF- 6&7
Checked Accident register. The following is noted.
(a) On 14.09.2018 at 0815 hrs, traction loco no.22322 derailed.
(b) On 22.06.2019 at 1515 hrs, NMG NER 03004 of NDV/NMG
DRM/BZA
goods derailed on point no.110B.
PCOM
In these two cases, punishment imposed on staff responsible column is
kept blank.
Checked Monthly safety meeting register and found acknowledgement of
all staff obtained under one head. It is to be separated as staff who have
attended the meeting and staff who have gone through the minutes of
meeting later on date. All the staffs are to sign with date.
Checked SMR‟s Night Surprise Inspection register. It is found that all
inspection activity centers in BZA station are not covered in a month.
Separate inspection registers to be kept at all points where SMR (NG)
Coaching is conducting night surprise inspections
Checked officers inspection register and found „Nil‟ inspection for year
2020.
S&T
BZA RRI:
DRM/BZA
Opposite to BZA Station near entrance 1, one old type Cast Iron CTB is to
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be replaced by ¼ LB.
RRI Annual Inspection was carried out by ADSTE/Tele/BZA on 31-082020. The deficiencies which are noticed during Joint Inspection are not
completed as on date.
Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings - Summary Sheet for 4th Quarter
deficiencies was recorded but not signed.
Checked CLS Panel and auto changeover arrangement of AT-1, AT-2 &
AT-3 and Generator supplies for two IPS systems i.e, North Zone and
South Zone of RRI system and found working properly.
BZA F CABIN:
As per Cable Meggering Register, all cables Values are of 50M Ohms.
As per Crank handle Register, monthly schedule for September 2020 is
not covered.
OHE Key Box register kept idle and no record is maintained for blocks.
Doors of Location Box No. F12, BB 2 and ½ LBs (opposite to OHE masts
nos. FS 16 and FSH 29) could not be opened as the boxes are partly
buried inside the ground/ ballast. Earth and ballast are to be cleared all
around these boxes.
BZA GOODS CABIN:
All Signals‟ testing are not covered during monthly inspections.
Axle Counters for Rd 13 &14 schedules from 06-06-20 to 20-10-20 is not
covered in monthly inspections.
Axle Counters for Rd 15 schedule from Jan 20 to Nov 20 as on date are
not covered by Quarterly inspections.
ADSTE/Tele/BZA Annual Inspection was done on 06/2020, but
deficiencies are not attended as on date.
IPS ROOM Smoke Detector No.2 module defective, to be attended.
Infringement register not signed by Inspector ( SSE/JE Sig ).
IPS batteries of North Zone 1100AH and South Zone 1000AH are due for
replacement hence these batteries to be planned for replacement.
Standby IPS batteries of North Zone 300+300AH and South Zone
300+300AH are also due for replacement hence batteries to be planned
for replacement.
When system is working on standby IPS, records to be maintained to
know the status of IPS system working.
Checked the voltage of AT-1 supply, found 240.7V at main board, 240.6V
at change over panel bus bar and 239.8V at IPS SMR module on load.
All the voltages are within limit.
Checked 50KVA generator and found in working order. Normal working
voltage found 243V and on load voltage found 240.3V.
Checked SMR‟s, DC-DC convertors and inverters. All are working
properly and sufficient spare equipments are also available for North
Zone and South Zone IPS systems.
Checked Relay room double locking arrangement and found effective.
Checked smoke detectors, dual fuse alarm systems, surveillance
cameras and DATA loggers. All are working properly.
PFC contacts of IPSs, Smoke Detectors, Dual fuse alarm, Relay room
door key etc are properly wired and messages/alarms are generating to
section staff and Test Room/BZA.
Checked joint inspection register for turnouts and last inspection was
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done on 26.08.2020 (North Zone-1) 24.09.2020 (North Zone-2) and
17.11.2020 (South Zone). Deficiencies noted during joint inspection are
to be attended on top priority.
Checked OHE joint inspection register and inspection done on
02.09.2020. Deficiencies noted during joint inspection to be attended on
top priority.
In back side of RRI building, debris and waste material is available and
same is to be removed and cables to be secured.
A large number of cables pertaining to Signal, Telecom and Electrical are
available in back side of RRI building. All the cables to be aligned
separately and for cable protection, preventive measures should be
taken.
Failures details for Year 2020-21 as under :APRIL - Nil
AUGUST-Nil
MAY-Nil
SEPTEMBER-Nil
JUNE- 01 (A/C)
OCTOBER- 01 (Track)
JULY- 01 (Track)
NOVEMBER-01 (Point)
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DRM/BZA
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Checked all registers and its counters and are tallied.
RRI NORTH YARD:Point No.147 & 148, RH housing to be improved
RRI SOUTH YARD:i) Point No.113BW (TWS POINT),
1. Packing is required.
2. Effectiveness of SSD to be examined
3. Sleeper nos. 5, 6, 7, 11 & 12 are broken and to be replaced.

DRM/BZA
PCSTE
PCE

ii) Point No.111AW
1. LH side housing to be attended.
2. Packing is required. 01
3. SRJ Block joints for track circuit 111AT/116T is to be replaced with
glued joint.
Track circuit readings, point readings, signal readings and other readings
given in Annexure-I
Engineering
BZA Station Yard:
Station Yards:
It is noted that cess between the lines in the yards and the cess adjoining
to the extreme lines is generally high and is found to be upto the top of
the sleeper level. This cess is filled up with debris / muck at intermittent
locations impairing the yard drainage system. Engineering officials
should ensure that the cess should be cut and lowered so that the cess is
lower by about 650 mm to 750 mm with respect to the top of the adjoining
track rail level. This is a safety item and should be ensured so as to
ensure proper drainage, retentivity of tamping & track parameters,
prevention of pumping at the joints and also to reduce possible track
circuit failures.
PF No.5 - KCC end; cess is to be made as per standards from pathway DRM/BZA
(Point No.12B) to Point No. 113B.
PCE
Point No.120B - SRJ/GJ joint -new SKV weld is not grinded after welding.
A total of 904 isolated broken PSC sleepers in FSL layout are identified in
BZA yard. These are to be replaced early to avoid unusual incidents in
DRM/BZA
major yard.
PCE
A lengthy wooden block is provided ahead of CMS crossing of Point

4.1.6
4.1.7

4.1.8
4.1.9

4.1.10
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4.1.12
4.1.13

4.2
4.2.1

No.113B to hold the gauge but that wooden block is causing alignment
disturbance to adjacent line.
Sag is noted at switch portion of Point No.107B which was recently
replaced.
OHE mast no.1169 to 1191 & 1051 to 1032A on PF No.1 on KI & KCC
ends apron, track portion is in undersigned curve. Most of the PSC
sleepers are grooved. GRSP are missing / crushed especially under
outer rail.
Point No.142A (Road No.6) –Entry sleepers are not provided.
Track between Point No.143B to Point No.156 is in curve, Gauge face
side greasing is not done. Rail flange is fully corroded causing rail section
became weak. Outer rail needs to be replaced.
Point No.164 - LH tongue rail is knife edged, to be reconditioned.
Point No.166A-RH tongue rail joint location, rail table surface difference
of 10mm is noted. Avoidable joints need to be welded in Points &
Crossing locations.
Cess to be made good as per standard at KM 424/35-37 between BZADRM/BZA
KCC Stations.
PCE
SRJs of P. No. 142B & 143B, joints at avoidable locations are to be
welded to avoid battering of Joints. It is reported that around 6000 Nos of
avoidable joints are available in ADEN/BZA sub-division. An Action plan
shall be drawn to wipe out the arrears for smooth running and to reduce
the maintenance.
Inspected the Office and Stores of SSE/P.Way/S/BZA:
Checked the knowledge of the In-charge SSE/P.Way for operation of
TMS and found to be well conversant with the module.

4.2.2

Section Register is maintained up-to-date.

4.2.3

It was found that 13 nos of Small Track Machines comprising Abrasive
Rail cutter, Rail Drilling machines, Generators etc., were being processed
for Write off as they have outlived their codal life.

4.2.4

4.2.5

4.2.6

4.2.7

SSE/P.Way has been instructed to handover all the machines to
ZCSTMD for repairs. It may be noted that ZCSTMD undertakes the
repairs of all machines irrespective of their codal life and all SSEs/P.Way
shall be counselled regarding the same. No machine shall be proposed
for condemnation without approval from ZCSTMD.
About 200 Nos of 60 kg portions are available in the Store which were
stacked on the floor. It was stated that the portions were released
recently by the Division and since enough space is not available in the
racks, the portions are stacked on the floor. Though the Store Shed is
good, the portions shall be stacked on a raised platform to avoid any
moisture ingress. It shall also be ensured that the portions are utilized
before their expiry.
Further, there are 313 nos of 52 kg portions which were well stacked on
the cupboard belonging to ITC. Work of utilizing these portions shall be
taken up early or be spared to other units, to avoid damage to portions.

DRM/BZA
PCE

DRM/BZA
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It is stated by SSE/P.Way that Safety Related Works Agreement is
operated upto 50%. It should be seen that the Agreement is operated to
the full to get the maximum benefit.
As per scale check of SSE/P.Way/S/BZA section for the month of
October, 2020, total staff sanction is 282, actual available is 241 and
vacancy is 41. Division should see the track structure, ETKM or any other
feature and calculate the required gang strength and to be recouped in DRM/BZA
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view of safe working of track.
PCE
Office of SSE/P.Way/N/BZA:
G&SR, Accident Manual are not available with up-to-dated amendment
slips. Similarly IRTMM, IRWM, IRBM, IRSOD, Engineering code book
etc. Codes & Manuals as per Annexure-14/4 of Para 1409 of new
IRPWM-June, 2020 are to be provided.
In November month i.e from 01.11.2020 to 18.11.20 – 24 new SKV welds
DRM/BZA
are done between BZA-KI section. In that 4 new welds are not entered
PCE
into TMS & not USFD tested. It needs to be ensured for providing joggled
fish plate with two far end clamps, providing wooden block under the new
welds till USFD tested as per Para No.307 of New IRPWM-June‟2020.
For inspection reports/notes of higher officers with compliance reports, no
register/file is maintained.
Section Register of SSE/P.Way/N/BZA:
Index page is not maintained properly, i.e contents with subject and page
number is missing.
No officer had seen this section register from so long.
ADEN/BZA & SSE/P.Way/N/BZA entries are not there from long period.
As per Para No.656 of New IRPWM-June‟2020 “(1) Each SSE/P.Way(incharge) shall maintain a Section Register containing all important
information including a brief history of the section. (2) The entries made
in the section registers shall be brought up-to-date from time-to-time and
these shall be scrutinised in the beginning of every year by the Assistant
Divisional Engineer”.
Similarly, all Registers other than 15 registers given in list of
„‟Withdrawal of Registers‟ as per Para No.1307 of New IRPWM-June
‟2020, are to be up-to-dated
Store Depot of SSE/P.Way/N/BZA:
Store room ceiling leakage is noted where welding portions are stored.
„Write off certificate‟ submitted for condemned small track machines in
March‟20 for Abrasive rail cutter (2), Rail drilling machine (2) & Rail
cutting machine (saw type-2), but till now no approval has come. DRM/BZA
Similarly some machines are not in working order which also to be
PCE
condemned/disposed off. Redundant machines/equipments in store
room i.e HS lamps-K‟oil type (10Nos), simplex jacks (12 not working out
of 28), walkie-talkie sets(5Nos) need to be disposed off.
AT welding portions of different vendors / companies i.e chakradhar, ITC
(60kg-264 Nos & 52kg-88Nos), are stocked in store depot in scattered
position without proper isolation from ground moisture. These should be
stored in a box not exposed by moisture as per guidelines on AT welding
manual i.e Portions should be stored in a secure, non-combustible
building. While it is preferable that they should be stored separately, they
may be stored with other non inflammable materials, such as equipment
and small tools, mould, luting sand in sealed bags, etc. In which case
ideally they should be segregated. The store should be dry with
ventilation to prevent excess humidity or dampness, and should be
designated as a non-smoking area, with no naked flames. Portions must
not stored in the same building as explosive or flammable items (e.g.
Fuel, fuel gases, igniters). The sealed boxes must not be opened until
immediately prior to use.

4.6
4.6.1

4.6.2

Motor Trolley between BZA-KCC:
Cess on the approach of PF-5 of BZA station is quite high obstructing the
track drainage. All such locations in the yard shall be identified and
attended to improve track drainage. The released muck should be utilised
for making up of low cess wherever required.
Gauge Retainer was developed by ADEN/BZA to retain the gauge in the
turnout portion which frequently gets distorted due to the heavy lateral
forces. It is found that the gauge after fixing the retainer is less than +10
mm which otherwise is around +15mm. The attention required is also
minimum to maintain the fixture. The cost for supply and fixing works out
to be around Rs.2500/-. Field Trials shall be carried out to develop it
further duly informing the HQs.

DRM/BZA
PCE

4.6.3

Galvanized Shims are also developed by ADEN/BZA to regain the lost
toe load due to elongation of MC Inserts of PSC Sleepers. It is reported
that it is possible to achieve 600 kg of toe load using this fixture which
would otherwise be less than 200 kg. This innovation may be quite
helpful to P.Way and saves lot of expenditure in replacing of PSC
Sleepers and solves the problem of ERC dropping.

4.6.4

Br No.4A- Shallow Girder-2x14.5m span – Patch painting should be done
wherever localised corrosion is noticed.
DRM/BZA
Cess work at km 427/29-11 to be taken up.
The approaches of BZA Yard are not screened with BCM till date, is to be PCE
planned for deep screening with BCM with co-ordination from all
departments concerned.
Br No.3- Krishna- Important Bridge- 12x91.44m Span
a) Checked fittings in Span No.10:- 21 nos. found loose in 21 sleepers.
A span wise work done register is being maintained. On scrutiny, it
was found the span was last attended in the month of Sep ‟20. It
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4.6.9

4.6.10
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4.6.14
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4.6.16

has been instructed to reduce the frequency to maintain the fittings
intact.
b) The fittings in span no.4 and SEJ on Pier No.6 are intact. Hooter is
deployed with the Gang Unit to warn of an approaching train.
BZA yard has 3 scissors crossovers and 2 diamond single slip
crossovers. Wooden layouts of the above crossovers‟ are replaced with
PSC sleeper layout in the past one year duly obtaining special crossings
and fittings from southern Railway.
For 3 scissor crossovers, there is a need of four LH and four RH 1 in 12
acute crossings, four 1 in 6 acute crossings and four 1 in 6 obtuse
crossings as spare considering 60% of actual population.
For 2 diamond crossovers with single slip, there is a need of four (LH) &
four (RH) 1 in 12 acute crossings, four 1 in 6 acute and four 1 in 6 obtuse
as spare considering 60% of actual population.
DEN/East/BZA informed that a revenue estimate was processed for
procumbent of acute/ obtuse crossing of scissor/ diamond crossovers
(total 5 nos.) but finance has returned the proposal citing fund constraint.
Procurement of fittings for such special layouts is a long lead item and
since this is a safety item, funds issue should be sorted out, for early
procurement.
It was informed that KZJ Yard and DKJ Yard also have few such special
layouts. PCE office can compile a list of such special layouts and
DRM/BZA
procurement to be planned treating the matter as most important.
PCE
It is observed that there are a lot of avoidable joints in BZA yard which
can be welded. A drive has to be launched and all such joints to be
welded.
ADEN/Lines/BZA to deploy as many welding teams as possible
immediately and progress to clear all these avoidable joints.
Motor Trolley Inspection between BZA-KCC section: Checked the
motor trolley driver competency certificate (Sri N.Saidulu, Sr.Trolleyman
working under SSE/P.Way/BPP was not conversant with BZA-KCC
section). It was issued for validity of only 4 days, i.e from 17.11.20 to
20.11.20 which is incorrect. Para No.15.25 of G&SR stipulates that
Sr.DSO/DSO is authorized to issue competency certificate for group „C‟
staff of the division duly following the guidelines there under, for the
validity period and renewal.
Major Steel Shallow Girder Bridge No.4A (2x12.60m) at KM 427/35
between BZA-KCC Stations:
a. Plaques containing bridge number is missing
b. Bridge approach standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided.
c. Path-way plates need to be fixed properly.
d. Re-Girder work is sanctioned. Girders‟ manufacturing is in
progress. It needs to be ensured that work is completed early.

4.6.17

4.6.18

4.6.19

4.6.20

4.6.21

Bridge No.4B at KM 427/35-30 - Track misalignment on bridge proper,
sag on Bridge approach at KCC end. Curve transition started from bridge
approach of KCC end. Track tolerances i.e gauge & cross levels are
need to be ensured.
Important Bridge No.3KB East (12x89.30) at KM 426/1-427/5 between
BZA- KCC Stations:
a. KCC end Guard rail screws are not holding properly. Plate
screws, provided instead of rail screws, are to be replaced.
b. Standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided on bridge
approach..
c. SEJ in span-12 is very low, to be attended.
d. Topys provided to rail bolts/nuts, but are missing for many
bolts/nuts. Similarly split pins also missing, and need to be
recouped.
e. Foot path supporting rail fully corroded, to be replaced on priority.
f. Chequered plates (path way plates) are not fixed with bolts at
overlapping locations.
g. Cross girders provided with protective plates to prevent
corrosion. These plates are found missing at 19 locations. Need
to be provided.
h. Re-railing ramp to be provided on both approaches.
i. KM 425/33-35 at KCC end - fencing of released rails is provided
around the Anti Traction Device on RH side but structural bonds
are not provided.
DRM/BZA
PCE
PCEE

SEJ No.18 of LWR No.9 at KM 425/33-35 on approach of Bridge
No.3KB East:
a. Split pins to chair plate & check rail bolts are not provided.
b. Reference pillars need to be adjusted. Arrow marks are not seen.
c. Total gaps on LH side is 72mm (LWR side 60mm). RH side
73mm(LWR side 55mm).
Major Ballast Deck on Steel Girder Bridge No.1(5x18.29m) at KM
424/35-425/0 between BZA-KCC Stations:
a) Ballast retaining wall to be raised.
b) Guard rails are provided with 60kg rails. Plate screws, provided
instead of rail screws, are to be replaced.
c) Standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided on Bridge
approach.
d) Fish plate joints have gaps of 5mm, 10mm, 10mm & 10mm.
Creep needs to be adjusted.

It is noticed that rail screws provided for guard rail on the
approaches of major bridges are either away from the foot of the
rail or not holding the rail foot with a clear gap between the lip of

the rail screws and the top of the rail foot. This problem is due to
Provision of 52 kg guard rails instead of 60 kg guard rails or
incorrect drilling of the holes in the PSC sleepers or due to
provision of plate screws instead of rail screws.
P. Way Engineering Officials should take immediate action to
rectify the same on the approaches of all major bridges, so that DRM/BZA
guard rails are held firm with PSC sleepers and serve the intended PCE
purpose. This item has got direct bearing on safety and therefore,
this should be attended to on top priority
4.6.22

4.7

5.0
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3

5.1.4
5.1.5

Bridge No.1 on New West line – At BZA end, major sag and alignment is
noted, need to be attended on priority.
However, Guard rail nose blocks are missing /not provided with bolt & nut
on all the three bridges on both ends, i.e., Bridge nos. 1 on New West,
West & East lines.
General Observations-BZA-KCC section:
a. Water hydrant connecting pipes for filling of train coaches
between PF No.1 & 2 are lengthy. It should be check / ensured
how much length is required from coach point to hydrant to avoid
hanging and cutting at the time of moving trains.
b. In Points & Crossing portion, sleeper numbers are painted on the
sleepers. Sleeper spacing marks to be painted and spacings to be
adjusted wherever more than + 20mm and squaring also to be
ensured especially for both main lines.
c. „J‟ type ERCs with cut liners are to be provided at prescribed
locations i.e fish plate joints, GJ, Crossing joints.
d. Non-standard length of bolts at crossing portion at most of the
CMS crossings, are to be replaced with standard one.
Electrical:
CREW BOOKING LOBBY/BZA
It is „A‟ Category Crew Lobby, number of Sign ON/OFF per day is 900.
Chief Crew Controller Sri Pratap was available on duty at the time of
inspection.
Scale Check of BZA depot:
Category
Sanct.
Act
Vac
LPM
147
143
-4
DRM/BZA
LPP
135
65
-70
PCEE
GLP
152
179
+27
LPS
128
77
-51
ALP
383
370
-13
Total
945
834
111
Vacancies to be filled at the earliest.
No staff is due for mandatory refresher course and PME.

It is noted that running staff (LP/ALP/Guard) who are found positive
on BA equipment on reporting for duty with high values of upto 100
mg / 100 ml, but the same staff when tested second time with a
hand held equipment, the value was found to be „0‟ mg / 100 ml
within 5 minutes after the first test. No remarks / comments are
entered by CCC in regard to such major deviation between the two
tests. Such type of observation of 0 value in the BA Test in the

second time even though very high value is recorded in the first BA
Test is noticed during the Safety Audit by HQ team at different DRM/BZA
crew lobbies on all Divisions of this Railway. This issue needs to PCEE
be examined and checked thoroughly by Power Officers
(ADEE/DEE/TRSO & Sr. DEE TRSO) on regular basis. In addition,
officials of Safety Dept. from the Division may also check this
aspect during their inspections.

5.1.6

5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9

5.1.10

5.1.11
5.1.12
5.1.13

On 25.07.20. Shri. P.Rambabu, Sr.ALP/BZA was found positive with
value of 82mg/100ml in 1st test and 0mg/100 ml in 2nd test.
On 04.09.20, Shri. M.Balaji, LPM/BZA was found positive with value of
57mg/100ml and in second test 0mg/100ml.
Measures to Prevent SPAD such as Oath, Bell, counselling on 32
points is done. Gradient chart and EBD is displayed in BZA.
Division has prepared a booklet containing right hand signals, EBD
and critical gradients, same was inaugurated and distributed by
PCSO/SC. All divisions to implement the same.
Average PDD of the depot is 37 minutes.
On an average more than 4 PRs of 30 hrs are given to all LPs/ALPs in a
month.
There are more than 8% cases of crew worked more than 12 hrs
working in last 3 months. This should be brought down to 0.
Fortnight
Percentage
Aug‟20
8.4
Sept‟20
8.5
Oct‟20
9.7
Booking of Crew in “Fetch as per rule” in CMS needs to be
improved. Details of last 3 months is as under.
Month
Fetch As Per Rule
percentage
Aug‟20
88.6
Sept‟20
89.6
Oct‟20
89.6
Driver turn around within 24 hours is 79.3 hours and within 48 hours only
1.3% and beyond 72 hours is nil during covid period
Fortnightly working hours on average is about 98 hours, and advised to
improve further and booking of OT is nil.

DRM/BZA
PCEE
PCOM

DRM/BZA
PCEE

IRIS app (Inspection Reports & Information System), which was
introduced by Safety Branch of the BZA division is inaugurated by
PCSO, is a web based & android based app to feed inspection reports in DRM/BZA
cloud data base, which facilitates inspecting officials to send their
PCEE
inspection notes to concerned in real-time basis without delay. It is user
friendly app that allows user to feed, generate and send reports to case
wise/department wise

This system need to be maintained and monitored regularly and
give the wide publicity to officers/supervisors of the division to
follow the paperless work.
5.1.14

Unveiled booklet for right hand signal, EBD & stalling prone gradients
information pocket book.

5.1.15

5.1.16

5.2
5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3
5.2.4

5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6

5.3.7

Guards‟ booking is done by On duty TNC. PR details of Guards are not
available and not being maintained as done for Loco Pilots. Details
of PR given to Guards to be extracted from CMS and same to be
analyzed.
Gradation of LPs is done by CLIs as per Railway Board guidelines. There
should be a procedure for cross checking the gradation given to LPs by
Power Officers. It is suggested that whenever LP is upgraded from „C‟ to
„B‟ or „B‟ to „A‟ by CLI, grading booklet (100 attributes) should be cross
checked by Power Officers. 10% of up-gradation should be checked by
Sr.DEE/Sr.DME and 25% by DEE/ADEE/ADME. Similarly when LP is
downgraded from „A‟ to „B‟, weak areas (attributes) of LP should be
analysed by Power Officers and necessary counselling / training to be
given to such LPs to improve the weak areas. When downgraded from B
to C, refresher course is mandatory and Power Officer should evaluate
LPs for improvement after training.
Running Room/BZA
It is „A‟ category running room. Total numbers of beds available are 202.
Peak occupancy before covid-19 was 198 & average occupancy was
248. Presently peak occupancy is 81 and average occupancy is 131.
It was observed that medical certificates of outsourced staff working in
running room are not certified by Railway Doctor. It was informed that
new Running room contract commenced from 16.11.20, medical
certification of catering staff is under process.
Few occupants are not updating outgoing columns in running room
occupancy register. This should be ensured by care taker.
DRM/BZA
Complaint register was checked and found most of the complaints were PCEE
of Guards that they are not being allotted rooms in new running room.
Feasibility of allotting Guards in new running room may be examined.
Housekeeping of running room is satisfactory.
Gas bank available and fitness certificate issued on 07.08.2020.
Last inspection of running room by standing committee was on
06.11.2020.
Quality of raw material was checked and found satisfactory.
Trip shed/BZA
Sri B.J.Willson/SSE trip shed in-charge was available at the time of
inspection.
Average trip schedules of locos conducted per day is 20, before COVID19. Presently trip schedules of locos conducted per day is 10.
Sand filling and loco body cleaning is outsourced.
DRM/BZA
Track needs attention at pit area. Fasteners are in rusted condition and
PCEE
pit walls are in damaged condition.
There is no drain for pit lines. Roof leakage is noted on pit lines.
There are 33 vacant posts of technicians in trip shed/freight shed. As per
yard stick, minimum 5 staff are required for trip inspection, but only
3 are available for conducting trip inspection due to vacancies.
Joint check of pantographs of loco was conducted from 24.08.20 to
15.11.20. 175 locos were checked, out of which, defects was noticed in 2
locos.

5.3.8

5.3.9
5.3.10
5.3.11
5.3.12
5.3.13
5.3.14
5.3.15

5.4
5.4.1

5.4.2

5.4.3

On 28.08.20, loco no. 30612/LGD metal piece and nylon rope was
found on roof near cab -2 side.
On 11.10.20, 39020/LGD dead squirrel was found on roof at
harmonic filter resistance.
There was a recent failure of loco due to wrong coupling of BP & FP cock
to their iron pipe. A drive was launched for checking BP & FP angle cock
from 24.08.20 to 15.11.20, in which 686 locos were checked.
Temperature recording of axle box, traction motors and suspension
bearing is being done and maintained in a register.
3-phase loco spare items like Pneumatic valves are not available.
Panto pan spares are not available.
Major defects noticed by trip shed staff, loco no. 30587/LGD. TM-6 was
isolated and on checking, it is found that pinion was seized.
Electrical panel cables should be properly secured and dressed.
Technician is aware of sequence of Isolator operation and found
satisfactory.
Shunts are not available for the isolator handle. Same to be provided.
OHE key box available, register along with insulated gloves are available.
Entries in the register are made, signature of the Technician and
Supervisor are available and also the loco number kept for testing is
written in the register.
BZA Station:
On PF-1 at loc: BZA/1032B Structure bond was found cut. Same was
fixed with bolt & nut. Continuity of the structure bonds & bonds provided
for the piers of COP need to be ensured.
Instead of individual structure bonds, division may plan to run over head
steel wire rope from one end of the platform to the other end covering all
the piers, FOB, masts on the platforms and Earth pits are to be provided
on either ends of the overhead wire.
On PF-6, near crew lobby 9-tonne insulator is coming on platform.
Same to be shifted suitably.
At few locations, frequent birds nesting were
noted, at these locations Netlon mesh is provided
inside the boom as well as Drop arms.

Water hydrants available in between platforms are
properly earthed to the rail and earth pits are
available in the middle were ever it is possible.
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5.5
5.5.1

5.5.2

5.5.3

5.5.4
5.5.5

5.5.6
5.5.7
5.5.8
5.5.9

BZA SSP (SC end):
This SSP is feeding through yard, SC side
and VSKP side. SSP is having 3 no. of CB, 4
nos. of BM and 2 nos. newly erected (not yet
commissioned) for 3rd line.
One released BM is available and kept as
spare and for the use of future modification
works.
M/s Alind makes control panel with M/s Alind
make relays are available in the control room for 3 no. of CBs and last
relay calibration was done on 10.12.2019.
Battery set provided at SSP is of M/s LABCO make with lug dated 12/16
and DOC: 20.03.2017.
Measured the DC voltage with Charger in ON and OFF condition and
found 125 Volts and 118 volts respectively.
Measured randomly the Specific Gravities and voltages of batteries and
are as follows.
Cell. No Spec. gravity
Voltage in volts
4
1205
2.06
14
1205
2.04
23
1205
2.07
32
1205
2.08
37
1205
2.08
49
1215
2.09
First Aid box replenished on 16.10.2020.
02 nos. of Fire Extinguishers of DCP & CO2 types are available and due
for refilling is on 25.12.2020 & 16.01.2021.
For emergency, 2 nos. of Discharge rods and 1 no. operating pole are
kept in the SSP.
Shunts and pad locks are not available for BPI
handle. Same to be provided. New BM erected
for 3rd line is having shunts.

DRM/BZA
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Heaters in the CBs/BMs are in working condition.
Door gaskets of CBs/BMs are in good condition.
Measured the Earth resistance of Earth pit no.1 and found IER as 5.1 Ω
and CER -0.83 Ω.
Measured the clearance between the bus bar and the ground and found
as
BMDRM/BZA
BM-96 BM-97 BM-199 CB-98
CB-198 BS-03
95
PCEE
Clearance in
4.15
4.15
4.20
4.15
3.80
3.80
3.80
mts.

5.5.10

5.5.11

5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2

5.6.3

5.6.4

5.6.5

5.6.6
5.6.7

Measured the IR values of PT-199 duly taking power block with M/s
Metrel make Digital 2.5 megger and are as HV-E :– 168 GΩ, HV-LV :4.42 G Ω, LV-E:- 742 M Ω.
Control room is very old and observed
cracks and seepage water marks on
roof/wall and also needs white washing.
ADEE/TRD/BZA informed that new SSP is
under construction beside the existing SSP.

BZA OHE Depot:
Depot Watchman is outsourced.
Scale check of OHE depot BZA is given below.
San Actual
Vacancy
Excess
SSE (Incl Vechiles)
6
5
1
JE
3
1
2
OS
1
1
Tower Wagon Driver
1
1
Sr.Tech
4
5
1
Technicians-I, II, III
21
12
9
TRD Asst
30
20
10
Total
66
45
22
1
OHE Reliability works done by this depot:
 64 TLs over aged catenary wire were replaced at BZA yard),
balance to be replaced: 15 TLs
 Completed replacement of over aged Catenary wire in Crossovers.
 Provided Netlon mesh inside the boom as well as around Drop arms
where frequent bird nesting are there.
 Replaced Rusted CLs at 27 loc, out of total 130 loc.
 Converted one UIOL to IOL.
 Replacement of 3-pulley type ATD from 150 mm to 250 mm was
taken up and 6 nos. replaced till date. Indented Material, yet to be
received.
 Identified leaning mast at 463 loc. out which 40 loc. load has been
shifted and at 140 loc. foundation have been casted.
Due to above OHE Reliability work carried out during lock down/Unlock
period, Depot is lagging in maintenance of OHE. It has completed 25% of
Turnouts, 81% of Crossovers, 57% of SI, 54% of ATDs and 50% of CLs
on target upto the end of October 2020.
Depot should put all efforts to complete the shortfall of maintenance
schedule.
Checked the foot patrolling register and found maximum remarks are of
rusted bonds and are attended in time by painting or by replacing. Foot
patrolling section of the Technicians are changed for every six months
Depot is having 7 nos. of Fire Extinguishers, refilling done on 17.11.2020.
First Aid box replenished on 17.11.2020.
All Special drives issued by HQrs are explained to staff.
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5.7.1
5.7.2
5.7.3
5.7.4
5.7.5
5.7.6
5.7.7

5.7.8
5.7.9
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6.0
6.1
6.1.1

6.1.2

RCD
During inspection, Sri CH.Srinivasa Rao CLI/RCD, Sri CH.P.Kumar,
OS/fuel, Sri K.C.Babu, Sr.Clerk, Sri SK.MdAslam, pump room operator
were available.
RCD/KCG is having three vertical storage tanks with a total capacity of
997KL.
As per records storage Tank 1 is cleaned on 12.03.2019 and due for
cleaning on 12.03.2024, but same is not updated on tank
As per records storage Tank 2 is cleaned on 30.09.20 and due for
cleaning on 30.09.2024, but same is not updated on tank
As per records storage Tank 3 is cleaned on 05.10.20 and due for
cleaning on 05.10.24, but same is not updated on tank
All three Storage Tanks are not due for painting but same is not
updated on tank.
Checked Road Tanker no. A16 TH 7200, which was ready for decanting.
Checked water presence in HSD oil in three chambers of RTTs with oil
paste and found no presence of water. Crackle test performed and found
no presence of water in HSD oil.
RTTs decanting area is not protected by canopy, there is a chance
of entry of rain water into RTTs oil chambers.
Vegetation in surrounding area of RCD storage tanks to be cleared.
INSPECTION OF ETTC/BZA
Training facilities for loco pilots, class rooms and model rooms were
inspected and are found satisfactory. Interacted with all trainees and
counselled on the following issues.
1. Precautions to be taken to prevent covid during training.
2. Common mistakes committed by LPs while braking locos with
load/without load, multi light engine movements.
3. EBD and application A9/SA9
4. Alertness of drivers on approaching of right hand signals.
5. observing 32 points to prevent/avoid SPAD
6. Avoid using of mobile phones on run.
7. advised to take proper rest before sign-on
8. Strict follow up of caution orders, signals etc. and advised to
highlight signal/track defects and other unusual.
Inspected simulator and checked its working duly creating virtual
difficulties like fire in train, fog while on run, cattle run over etc.
Mechanical
INSPECTION OF COACHING DEPOT
Coaching depot/BZA having 240 coaches holding, and having 5 pit lines,
out of which 3 pit lines are having catwalks of CAMTECH design 24
coach length with pit lighting & portal lighting, HP jet lines, drainage
facilities, welding plant connection points, and carriage watering facilities,
compressed air pipe line for RTR are available.
Primary maintenance of 9 express rakes like Ratnachal, pinakini,
satavahana, amaravati express trains etc. are being maintained.
Checked amaravati rake under gear -and examined method of securing
arrangement of battery boxes, AR tanks and alternator with belt
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6.1.3

tensioning devices etc. Sr.DME stated that securing and maintenance of
battery boxes is with electrical maintenance and Sr.DEE/electrical
maintenance denied it. Advised CRSE has to clarify and uniform
instructions to be issued to all divisions without any confusion as the
securing of battery box is very important in view of safety.
Inspected IOH activities and found trolleys are being changed as unit
exchange, and computerised single car test issued to record all
parameters like, brake application time, release time, piston stroke,
sensitivity and insensitivity test etc. Checked all the gauges displayed
and enquired about their calibration dates and found satisfactory.
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6.1.5

6.1.6

6.1.7

Empty Rake checking of train no.07225/07226Exp on Pit line
No.5:
a. Common defects are of locking provision of split pins for bolt
& nut of secondary suspension in under truck.
b. Battery box fixing to sole bar connectives bolts/welding to be
locked after while rake checking of under gear properly.
c. AR cylinder fixing bolts are loosening. Need to be checking
properly by using inspection hammer.
Road No.LV-9, MAS end near path-way area water is leaking very
badly from working water pipe line. Due to water stagnation in this
area track shrinkage and rail/fittings are badly corroded. Need to
be attended.
Lighting position on pit lines, Cat walks & Portal lights are as
follows; need to be attended on priority:
Line No.
Total
Wor Not working
provided
kin
g
DRM/BZA
LV-2
100
84
16
PCME
LV-3
100
86
14
LV-7
200
179 21
LV-8
200
193 07
LV-9
205
189 16

Cat Walk-LV 7&8
Cat Walk-LV 8&9
Cat Walk-LV-9&10
Portal Lights on LV-7,8&9
Portal Lights on LV-2,3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2

131
155
71
64
30

117
137
59
53
18

14
18
12
11
12

Inspection of HS-SPART,SPMRV,& 140 ton BD crane.
HS-SPARMV consists of 3 coaches, medical van, Auxiliary van for Mech
& Elec equipments and Staff rest/kitchen van fit to run 110kmph.
Checked working of hydraulic rescue devices, cold cutting equipment
demonstration for cutting of 2mm stainless steel on LHB side wall, air
plasma equipment, hydraulic re-railing equipment, inflatable lights, and
demonstration of underwater cutting equipment.
DRM/BZA
PCME

6.2.3

Checked medical van, in-charge doctor has explained about facilities
available and medicines preserved for use.

DRM/BZA
PCME

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.2.6

SPART is having 3 coaches. No coach is overdue for maintenance and fit
to run 105kmph. Verified the working of re-railing equipment and gas
cutting equipment.
140-ton BD crane is having 4 coaches and 2 wagons attached with diesel
engine. BCN wagon for engineering was inspected, all the materials are
stacked properly and advised ADEN to label the same
Physically checked usage of wheel skate, which is used to float the
locked up axles in locos and float hot axled wheel in coaches and
wagons.
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ART/Engg:
New rails 52kg of 35 Nos are provided on BFR. Released/ second class
rails are to be provided and these new rails can be used wherever
required since rails on BFR are only for emergency track restoration at DRM/BZA
accident spot and remain idle for long duration.
PCME
List of equipments/material in ART – authorized signed copy of PCEE
HQ/Division is not available.
Rail cutting machine with hand is not provided.
Corroded/damaged ST sleepers need to be replaced with good one.
Abrasive rail cutting discs - 4 Nos of November‟ 2018 manufacturing are
available. These disc cutters should be used before 2 years of
manufacture. Same are to be replaced with new disc blades.
Simplex jacks of 15 tonne capacity – 2Nos are not in working condition
out of 10Nos available.
Fusee should be removed from list.
Gauge-cum-level- 3Nos are to be calibrated and dates to be
painted/pasted on guage-cum-level.
Digital Camera-1No not available.
Nominated staff for ART is not getting BD allowance on par with other
staff. Designated OS/stores to look after BD equipments/materials in ART
since SSE/P.Way/S/BZA store materials is not posted /available. Division
should initiate to issue the breakdown allowance to all the breakdown
staff with reference R.B.Lr.No.E(P&A)II-2017/BDA-I, dated 30.08.2017
which was advised by PCSO
office also vide Lr.No.Safety
157/ART&MRV/Vod-IV of dated 28.12.2018.
SPART, 140T CRANE and SPMR- Detailed report of CRSE/SC
enclosed as Annexure-II.
INSPECTION OF WAGON ROH DEPOT
The Target of ROH (Routine over hauling) of Airbrake stock in the Depot
was 275 per month. In addition to this, ROH depot will also undertake
Heavy repairs, light repairs and wheel changing of wagons. Wagons
marked sick during freight train examination in the yard, were being
attended in the Depot and made fit.
Various sections in ROH like Bogie section, Body section, Heavy and
light repair section etc were inspected. As on date, 14 wagons were
planned for ROH in 22nd and 24th lines under EOT cranes.
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All 3 EOT Cranes‟ wire rope examination was done on 6/11/2020 and
Next due was on 5/11/2021.All Gauges which are being used in ROH
were calibrated on 11/6/2020., and next due is 11/6/2021.
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A Bogie was inspected in Bogie section. It was noted that the bottom
spring plank crack was found during examination. Other bogie repairs like
replacement of worn out manganese liners, trammeling of bogie, fixing of
additional APDs for all bogie parts were checked. Minor crack detection
tests like Magna flux test for bogie, and die-penetration test for Knuckles
were also checked.
DRM/BZA
PCME

6.4.1.5

Inspected pneumatic unscrew machine and Hulk bolt fixing machine.
These were found to be in working condition.

6.4.1.6

6.4.1.7

Inspected Surface Wheel lathe shop. Staff reported water drainage issue
at few places. Division to rectify any issue with the drainage, to ensure
that no water flows into pit of the surface wheel lathe in rainy season.
The floor in the bogies section was broken condition and needs repairs in
planned way as lot of dust is found during the movement of fork lift trucks
and jumbo trucks.
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6.4.1.8

Division to go for industrial type flooring for the entire floor through a
sanctioned works.
Inspected “Non contact type spring height measuring equipment”
(intelligent colour coding) which will be useful for grouping of springs
correctly. Inspected “SWTR” (Single wagon test rig) which is meant for
testing of the effectiveness of the air brake in the wagon in all respects.
DRM/BZA
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INSPECTED ROH BODY SECTION
Inspected the procedure for attending BCNHL wagon door repairs. 3rd
generation wagon was seen where door modification work was going on.
It was told that Door closing gadgets were supplied to the loading points
for proper closing of the doors, to avoid door opening enroute.
Concern was expressed about the cases of open doors hitting the signal
posts in the recent times. It was told that in 3 Rd generation doors, when
two or more door hinges are defective/ worked-out, proper closing is not
possible and in that situation there may be chance of door hitting the
signal posts during dynamic conditions of the train. It was also noted that
properly fixed and fully opened door of BCNHL will not hit signal post as it
will be only 550Cms (approx) from the end body of the wagon.
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It was told that the Depot has taken up the work of „CONVERSION OF
ALL GENERATION DOORS TO SLIDING DOORS‟ and after that door
openings enroute and hitting of signal post can be minimised.
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6.4.2.5

Concern was expressed about the issue of perished/broken EM Pads in
the entire zone which results the detachment of the wagons across the
zone. Inspected the arrangement of EM pad and its composition. It was
advised to go to the EM pads manufacturing firm‟s depot (which is nearby
Hyderabad, if any) and study the composition of the EM pad and also
manufacturing process as per the RDSO drawing, for any fault.
A drive may be conducted to know the correct cause and analysis for the
failure.
Inspected Area of Failure component section and various causes for the
failure of different components.
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A lot of safety slogans were displayed in and around the depot, for
awareness about the personal safety as well as shop floor safety.
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INSPECTION OF MAIN STORES@ROH DEPOT.
In Stores everything was arranged in ordered way. „There is a place for
everything and everything must be in its place‟ concept was introduced .
The following table shows the material causing concern.
S.n
P.L.NO.
Item
AAC
%
Last
Stock on
o.
Comp supply
hand/fee
liance date
ding
depot
DRM/BZA
1.
90221047 CB Channel
4Mts
0%
13/2/2020 Nil/RYPS
PCME
(100x50)mm
2.
90511013 C.B.Plate 2.5mm
6Mts
0%
18/2/2019 Nil/RYPS
3.
90525280 C.B.Plate 3.15mm
4Mts
23%
14/9/2020 Nil/RYPS
4.
38140214 Brake beam hanger 192
0%
16/4/2019 Nil/RYPS
support
5.
38140949 Brake shoe keys
6941
34%
5/9/2020
Nil/RYPS
6.
73324395 Split pins
218
48%
7/7/2020
Nil/RYPS
10x112mm
CWM/WWS/RYPS was advised to ensure supply the above items timely
for the safe maintenance of the wagons.

6.4.3.4

Oil Drums were placed on the Plastic Settlers to avoid oil spilling on the
floor and also spilled oil is collected into Plastic Settlers. Other depots
can adopt similar practice.
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7.0
7.1
7.1.1

7.1.2
7.1.3

INSPECTION OF ATC/C&W/BZA
On line Refresher course is going on for Batch no. 506, in which 10 staff
were undergoing training out of 16 called for training. Cisco web is being
used for on line training.
It was told that “no examination was conducted at the end of refresher
course for trainees”. It is mandatory to conduct examination at the end for
trainee in order to qualify in the course as per the railway board guide
lines. It is suggested to plan for Objective type examination at the end as DRM/BZA
done in ATC/C&W/KCG.
PCME
There are 8 Nos of RRB appointees from GNT division and 1 from BZA
division, who are undergoing 6 months training at ATC/C&W/BZA since
18/8/2020. When interacted with them, it was told that there was no class
room teaching so far but only field training from the last 3 months. As per
the railway board module they need to have class room session before
putting into on-job training. This is to be planned immediately to educate
them about C&W issues and then to learn from the field.
KCC STATION
Dy.SS office
Checked Accident Register. On 01.11.2020 at 14.05 hrs, while backing
21 BCN„E‟s into FCI Sdg spur-II, one BCN‟E‟ No. SE 30079681772
derailed. Staff responsible and punishment imposed columns is kept
blank.
DRM/BZA
Checked SWR Assurance Register. Found Sri M.Nagender, PM has not
PCOM
signed in the assurance register.
D. Raju, PM is due for RC on 17.11.2020 .
At BT sdg, 30 BOBYN + 1 BV cancelled on 06.11.2020 and cleared on
10.11.2020 but in the stabled load register, dispatch particulars are not

7.1.4

7.1.5
7.1.6
7.1.7
7.2
7.2.1

7.2.2
7.2.3

7.2.4
7.2.5
7.2.6

7.2.7
7.2.8

7.3

7.4

recorded.
M.Gangadhar, Points Man signature is not obtained in the Part-A of
SWR declaration Register.
Gopichand, Pointsman working outstation from 21.07.19 to 24.10.19.
His signature is not obtained in the Part-C of SWR declaration Register
K.Ramu, SS attended PME on 18.10.18, due is recorded as 05.04.21.
This is to be corrected.
Disaster Management board is not updated from 2014, to be updated.
Names of the fog signal men painted on the wall of station building are
not tallying with names of fog signal men in the register.
RRI
Checked route cancellation register, It is found that ESM tested Calling
On signal no.S-2A on 03.11.2020, S-79A and S-80A on 14.11.2020, but
counter signature of SM on duty is not available.
On 15.05.20, T/A 1425 was prepared but there is no entry in S&T failure
Register.
Joint Inspection of Points and Crossings (South) was last done on
21.08.2020, compliance due for 06 deficiencies out of 08. Points and
Crossings (north) last were jointly inspected last on 24.08.2020,
compliance due for 06 deficiencies out of 11.
Joint Inspection of Track Circuits last done on 08.05.2020, compliance
due for 01 deficiency out of 08. It is overdue.
Checked essential equipments. Only four Line Blocked Collar Caps are
DRM/BZA
available against 12 as per scale check.
PCOM
On 22.09.2020, PLCT working introduced between KCC & PVD. Issued
PCSTE
PLCT to GDV Goods at PVD. While preparing T/B 1425, Part-C was left
blank by train receiving station KCC.
Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings done for 3 rd Quarter on 21-082020. Many deficiencies are so far not attended.
S&T: Cable meggering done on 20.07.2020 and found 2 cables defective
from LB-18 to LB-53 (PC-AC110V) and LB-16 to 122BTF end TLD.
Defective cables to be replaced on top priority.
Pedavadlapudi (PVD) Station:
(i) V Pradeep, SM is due for RC on 27.10.2020. As per the TI/TEL
version certificate, validity was extended for another 6 months, but it was
not updated in the Bio-Data register.
DRM/BZA
(ii) Sri K Ramu, SM took independent charge on 14.10.2020. He has
PCOM
signed in SWR Assurance Register part-A for AS-1 only but not signed
for SWR. TI/TEL last inspected the station on 19.10.2020. Both SS and
TI failed to rectify the same.
Duggirala (DIG) Station:
(i) Checked SWR Assurance Register and it was found Sri P Vinay
Kumar, PM under was sick from 11.09.2020 to 23.10.2020. He has
signed in SWR assurance register part-A instead of part-C.
DRM/BZA
(ii) It is advised to supply sufficient number of TWS clamps. Presently 03
PCOM
clamps are in shortage.
(iii) In SWR, clamps for TWS and other points are to be shown

7.5
7.5.1

7.5.2

7.5.3

7.6
7.6.1

7.6.2
7.6.3

separately.
Tenali (TEL) Station
A-Cabin:
(i) Sri T Sambhasiva Rao, Re-Engaged Dy SS was on duty.
DRM/BZA
(ii) Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings last done on 26.10.2020.
PCOM
Compliance due for 04 deficiencies out of 7.
PCSTE
(iii) Joint Inspection of Track Circuits last done on 26.10.2020.
Compliance due „ Nil‟.
Tenali Station:
(i) Checked caution order registers and found that for TEL Rd-5 & 6 (N/E)
at KM 397/28-20, SR 10 KMPH was in force from 23.02.2014 which need
DRM/BZA
to be reviewed.
PCOM
(ii) Caution order record (master) copies are not signed by the SM who is
preparing master copy at 0000 hrs every day.
(iii) Checked Bio-Data register and found no one due for RC /PME.
(iv) Checked stabled load register and found being maintained correctly.
B-Cabin:
(i) TWS clamps to be shown separately in SWR, APPENDIX-E.
(ii) Token pouches still showing in App-E. Though there is no Token
DRM/BZA
Block Instrument.
PCOM
(iii) Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings last done on 26.10.2020.
PCSTE
Deficiencies „NIL‟.
(iv) Joint Inspection of Track Circuits last done on 26.10.2020.
Compliance due for one deficiency.

Engineering - KCC Station Yard:
Point No.135B – LH & RH stock & tongue rails & Point No.137BW – RH
SRJ having new SKV welds. Weld collars are not cleaned & painted.
Joints were neither tested by USFD staff nor protected with joggled fish
plates with two clamps. No wooden block was provided.
DRM/BZA
Point No.136W – entry & exit (approach) sleepers are not provided.
PCE
New Switch rails provided with TWS with SSD, housing and throw of
switch need to be ensured as per standards.

7.6.4

New SKV welds to be protected with two far end clamps supported by
wooden blocks until USFD tested good.

7.6.5

Earth pit covers are missing. As per Para.19.93.1 of IRSEM-II that „‟Earth
wires shall be protected against mechanical damage and possibility of
corrosion particularly at the point of connection of earth electrode‟‟.

DRM/BZA
PCE
PCSTE

7.7

Store Depot/KCC:

7.7.1

ERC extractors - 20Nos were received recently on 18.11.20, are to be
distributed to open line SSE/P.Way‟s. Sr.DEN/Co-ord/BZA need to
ensure the performance of this equipment and utility.

7.7.2

In store shed no.2 – Number of GRSP for steel channel sleepers of 60kg
& 52 kg are available which were received in year 2012 & 2015. These
should be disposed /utilised within two years for better performance.

7.7.3
7.7.4

7.7.5
7.8

7.9

DRM/BZA
PCE

As per scale check of october‟ 2020 - 16 Khalasi/Helper and one
JE(P.Way) vacancies exist, which should be filled at the earliest.
Lot of vacant area is available in the depot. Tree plantation may be taken
with shady trees and good gardening and a lawn may be developed in
front of new office building.
Overall maintenance of the depot is good.
Multi Disciplinary Divisional Training Institute/KCC:
DRM/BZA
In Model room-names of equipment of various disciplines i.e AT weld
PCE
equipments, Engineering indicators etc., should be correctly painted and
items to be displayed correctly.
Joint Inspection of Points:
a. 1st quarter inspection was done on 19.02.20 & 20.02.20. 8
deficiencies/defects are still pending out of 46 items.
b. 2nd quarter inspection done on 8th & 9th May‟.20. 16
deficiencies/defects are still pending out of 46 items.
c. 3rd quarter inspection done on 21st & 24th August‟20. 15
deficiencies/defects are still pending out of 22 items.
Attentions to few deficiencies of critical nature are badly delayed as this
is very unsafe practice. There are chipped-off & worn-out tongue rails in
point portions (Point nos. 134A, 133B, 135B, 113BW, 120B, 112B, 110B, DRM/BZA
115B) which are not attended in time.
PCE
PCSTE
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(M.Ravindranath Reddy)
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Copy to DRM /BZA
PCE, PCOM, PCME, PCSTE, PCEE & PCCM.

